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Effective Bandwidth-Based Admission Control for
Multiservice CDMA Cellular Networks

Jamie S. Evans and David Everitt

Abstract— In this paper, we develop product form traffic
models for single- and multiple-cell code-division multiple-access
(CDMA) networks with multiple classes of mobile subscribers.
The key feature of this development is the specification of a
flexible call admission control procedure that details the numbers
of mobiles of each class in each cell that the system operator
should allow in order to maintain an acceptable quality of
service. Effective bandwidth techniques from the analysis of
statistical multiplexing at an asynchronous transfer mode (ATM)-
based broad-band integrated services digital network (ISDN)
link are used to give performance guarantees that overcome the
variability in interference levels characteristic of CDMA cellular
networks. The result is an admissible region bounded by a finite
number of hyperplanes and a simple and efficient call admission
policy.

The CDMA mobile network, operating within the admissible
region described above, has a very similar form to a circuit-
switched network operating with fixed routing. This similarity
allows the existing traffic modeling techniques and network
management strategies for general loss networks to be applied
to CDMA mobile cellular networks. In particular, with standard
assumptions on the call arrival processes and holding times, the
stationary state distribution has a product form on the truncated
state space defined by the call admission strategy.

Index Terms—Call admission control, cellular systems, effective
bandwidths, multiaccess communication.

I. INTRODUCTION

W ITHIN THE last few years, there has been significant
interest in digital cellular mobile systems based on

code-division multiple access (CDMA) with a standard for
the CDMA radio link being developed by Qualcomm [1]–[3].

The majority of the research effort has been concerned with
the performance of various modulation and coding schemes in
the mobile propagation environment and incorporates impor-
tant factors such as pseudorandom code design, synchroniza-
tion, error coding and interleaving, and open- and closed-loop
power control algorithms.

However, the network and traffic design issues will be of
major significance in any implementation by a cellular network
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provider, and to date, this area has been somewhat neglected.
It is these network and traffic design issues that we address
here. We assume the reader is familiar with the operational
features of CDMA cellular systems including power control,
soft blocking, soft and softer handoff, diversity, sectorization
and exploitation of voice activity cycles [4], [5].

Most capacity analyses of CDMA cellular systems concen-
trate simply on transmission characteristics and do not consider
the real-time operation of the system under a stochastically
varying traffic load. Capacity is, therefore, assessed simply
by considering a “worst case” scenario of a fixed and equal
number of calls in each cell [6], [7]. However, in order to
properly design and operate a CDMA cellular system, it is
important to be able to quantify the traffic performance of the
system, rather than to simply perform a worst case analysis.

The few attempts at traffic modeling of CDMA cellular
networks that have appeared in the literature are based on
modeling each cell of the network as an independent
queue [8]–[12]. This model corresponds to a system where
no calls are blocked and no calls are terminated prematurely.
This scenario can be justified to some extent due to the soft
blocking property of CDMA systems whereby there is no hard
limit on the number of available channels and all users suffer a
gradual performance degradation as the load is increased. From
a mathematical point of view, the number of users in each cell
becomes a Poisson random variable and the total interference
can be modeled as a compound Poisson sum. This Poisson
stationary distribution for the number of active users in all the
above papers employ, and, hence, we may actually replace the
negative exponentially distributed holding times by generally
distributed random variables.

models lead to simple techniques for assessing
the reverse link traffic capacity of CDMA cellular mobile
networks and for investigating its sensitivity to propagation
and system parameters. While these models are justifiable
based on soft blocking, they are unrealistic from the network
operators’ viewpoint. At times, when the network becomes
heavily loaded, new call requests will be rejected in order to
maintain the quality of the existing connections.

Let us assume the network operator is able to accept or reject
mobile requests based on the network state which consists of
the number of currently active mobiles of each class in each
cell of the network. The aim is to only allow network states for
which the service quality, as measured by signal to interference
ratio, is acceptable with a high probability for every mobile
in the network.

An initial scheme for a system with a single user class is
as follows. Assume that there are an equal number of active
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mobiles in each cell and maximize this number subject to the
quality of service (QoS) constraint. While the calculation of
this static capacity is by no means solved for general CDMA
mobile networks, there is a body of literature centering on this
problem [6]. Once we have this number, our call admission
control algorithm simply rejects any call that arrives at a cell
with calls already in progress. We can then model each cell
as an independent loss system and calculate the
new call blocking probability from the Erlang B formula.

This approach to resource allocation is similar to fixed
channel assignment in conventional channelized systems and
does not take advantage of the inherent flexibility of CDMA
networks. At times, when neighboring cells are lightly loaded,
a cell may be able to hold more than users and we would
like to investigate the possible gains from a more flexible call
admission control. Furthermore, the above approach appears
to have limited scope for extensions to multiservice networks
which will be an integral part of future wireless systems.

A first attempt to model flexible call admission schemes
is presented in [13] and [14]. The author usesintercell inter-
ference factorsto give a set of linear constraints that define
the capacity region in terms of the number of users in each
cell. These intercell interference factors are constants which
are assumed to account for the interference from other cells,
however, as the author points out in [15], the other-cell
interference demonstrates random behavior strongly dependent
on the distribution of mobiles, channel propagation effects,
and voice activity. This issue is not addressed in [13] and [14],
where the emphasis is on the traffic modeling and performance
of the call admission control algorithm using the flexible
capacity region.

One possible approach to handle the randomness of the
other-cell interference is to use the expected value. If there
is much variation in the total interference, however, the QoS
may suffer with significant periods of poor radio link quality.
On the other hand, the peak interference value would provide
a very robust interference factor, but the system would obtain
no benefits from statistical multiplexing, a position which is
totally untenable for CDMA mobile. We would really like to
choose a value lying between the mean and peak interference
values which can be used to define a capacity region where a
certain QoS constraint will be met.

A similar problem arises in the admission of calls to a broad-
band integrated services digital network (ISDN) network using
asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) where it is useful to
assign an effective bandwidth to variable bit rate sources. It is
suggested in [15] that the basic concept of effective bandwidth
might be usefully applied to cellular CDMA systems, although
no details are given. A similar remark appears in [16] where
it is mentioned that effective bandwidth concepts may be
used in CDMA networks to model the interference from
voice speakers in cells at various distances and to incorporate
voice and data sources with bursty bit rate requirements.
This remark appears to be motivated by the analysis of
CDMA networks presented in [8] and [17], although it is
not clear that the applications suggested above follow from
these references. In [17, Section 9.7], it is shown how an
effective bandwidthproblem arises in a multiple receiver

CDMA network with multiple classes of user and random
resource requirements. This applies only for amacrodiversity
model which dismisses the cellular concept and assumes all
users are jointly decoded by all receivers in the network. The
resulting capacity specification is in terms of the total number
of users in the system and leads to an analysis very similar to
the single-cell case presented in Section III-A1. We emphasize
that this analysis does not apply in the cellular context.

In this paper, we investigate how effective bandwidth con-
cepts can be utilized in the modeling of CDMA cellular
mobile networks. These concepts allow us to associate an
effective bandwidth to each mobile dependent on its class and
location relative to a target cell and to define a capacity region
determined by a set of linear constraints. The resultant network
model is of similar form to a circuit-switched network and the
traffic analysis for the latter can be directly applied to the
CDMA cellular model.

We begin in Section II with an examination of the call ad-
mission problem for an unbuffered resource shared by multiple
classes of user with possibly variable resource requirements.
The concept of effective bandwidth is explained and several
simple methods for calculating these bandwidths are presented.
The important point is that quite general single and multiple-
cell CDMA cellular networks can be analyzed using the
techniques examined in Section II. The appropriate framework
for modeling CDMA networks is the subject of Section III
which examines the notions of feasibility of network configu-
rations and admissibility of network states. In Section IV, we
show how the concepts of Section III apply to a more concrete
CDMA network model that operates with two variable rate
voice services. Numerical effective bandwidth results for this
example network are presented in Section V. In particular,
we investigate the dependence of effective bandwidth values
on the propagation environment, the system bandwidth and
quality of service constraints.

Section VI looks at the traffic modeling of CDMA networks
operating within the flexible capacity region developed in the
preceding sections and illustrates the similarity to the analysis
of fixed circuit-switched networks. While the independence of
the cells vanishes in the more dynamic form of operation, the
stationary state distribution maintains product form provided
some standard assumptions hold for the call arrival processes
and holding times. The reduction of many CDMA network
models to circuit-switched form is the most important contri-
bution of this paper, the analogy allowing several important
operating strategies and analysis techniques from the circuit-
switched literature to be directly applied to CDMA mobile
systems.

In Section VII, we conclude with a summary of the major
insights and results gained in the paper, as well as discussing
possible directions for future research.

Before proceeding we note briefly that the developments in
this paper concern the capacity of the radio interface only.
We do not explicitly deal with capacity limitations due to
physical resources and other higher layer factors. However,
it is possible to incorporate issues such as modem limitations
at base stations into our framework as discussed further in
Section VI.
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II. EFFECTIVE BANDWIDTH CONCEPTS

The problem of performance not being predictable at call
admission time occurs in broad-band ISDN networks using
ATM. Calls are accepted to the network according to some
call admission policy, but due to the bursty nature of nonvoice
traffic, the bursts from different traffic streams may coincide
and temporarily require a bit rate higher than the network is
able to provide. One popular approach to this problem has
been the use ofeffective bandwidths[16], [18]–[22], [23],
where each type of call is assigned an effective bandwidth
lying somewhere between the mean rate and the peak rate.
An effective bandwidth equal to the peak rate corresponds
to a very conservative admission policy which obtains no
benefit from the statistical multiplexing of calls, while an
effective bandwidth equal to the mean rate corresponds to the
expectation that so many calls will be multiplexed together
that the variations will be averaged out to produce a non-
bursty aggregate traffic stream. The actual values of effective
bandwidth assigned will depend on the maximum allowable
cell loss rate and on the number of users to be multiplexed
together, as well as on the stochastic characteristics of the
individual traffic streams.

In this section, we examine a simple problem where the
notion of effective bandwidth is useful. The problem arises
in the context of controlling the admission of variable bit
rate calls to an unbuffered resource. The following section
illustrates how a similar problem arises in the admission of
users to a CDMA cellular mobile network.

Let denote the set of -tuples of nonnegative inte-
gers and consider the problem of finding the set of points

satisfying

(1)

where are independent
random variables with distribution function indexed byand

and are constants. Identically distributed random variables
will be said to belong to the same class and we will call points
meeting the constraint of (1) admissible. We note that in the
general setting, models the random amount of resource
required by call of class , is the total amount of resource
available, is the quality of service requirement, and the

are the number of calls of each class loading
the resource.

In what follows we describe two approaches for approxi-
mating or bounding the admissible region by the set of points
satisfying

(2)

where is called the effective bandwidth of the class
random variable.

The first is based on a Gaussian approximation and the
second uses the Chernoff bound. The Gaussian approximation
is mentioned in [18], where it is not used due to robustness
and accuracy problems for large deviations from the mean,

and in [19], where it is employed to dimension a collection of
variable bit rate sources. The material on the Chernoff bound
approach is taken directly from [20, Section 2] and is based
on the earlier treatment in [18] which introduces the effective
bandwidth concept for unbuffered resources.

A. Gaussian Approximation: Single Class

For a single class, (1) reduces to
Let and for Then if

and , the central limit theorem [24] provides
justification for approximating the sum of a large number of
independent and identically distributed random variables by a
Gaussian random variable. Applying this approximation gives
the constraint

where is a zero-mean unit variance normal random
variable. The above constraint is satisfied if and only if

where is defined implicitly by

(3)

Continuing on, it is straightforward to show that the constraint
can be written in the required form, , where the
effective bandwidth of a call is given by

(4)

with

B. Gaussian Approximation: Multiple Classes

From (1), we again invoke the normal approximation and
proceeding as in the case of a single class, we are led to the
constraint

(5)

where and are the mean and variance, respectively, of
calls of class and is as in (3).

Let denote the positive orthant of dimensional Eu-
clidean space and call a state admissible
if it satisfies (5). The complement of the admissible region is
a convex set in suggesting the following linear approx-
imations.

1) Homogeneous Gaussian:An overbounding approxima-
tion by the hyperplane through the intersection of the ad-
missible region boundary with the Euclidean axes. The
intersection point corresponds to the
edge of the single class capacity region for classcalls. We
can thus write , where is as in (4) with
and replaced by and , respectively. It follows that the
overbounding linear constraint is given by
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2) Heterogeneous Gaussian:An underbounding approxi-
mation by any tangent hyperplane to the boundary of the
admissible region. If satisfies (5) with equality,
the tangent hyperplane at this point is given by

where and the underbounding linear
constraint is , where

C. Large Deviation Bound: Single Class

Consider the single class version of (1) with
the common logarithmic moment generating func-

tion (LMGF) of the independent random variables. Using the
Chernoff bound, the asymptotic behavior of which is covered
in Cramer’s Theorem [20], [25], it is clear that our original
constraint will definitely be satisfied provided

(6)

If equality holds when and the corresponding
infimum is attained with , then our admissible region
has the form where the effective bandwidth of a call
is given by

(7)

D. Large Deviation Bound: Multiple Classes

Returning to the multiple class problem with the LMGF
of a class random variable given by and once more
employing the Chernoff Bound, we know (1) will be satisfied
if

(8)

Call a state admissible if it satisfies
(8), and note the complement of the admissible region is a
convex set in since it is defined as the intersection of

with a collection of half spaces. Similar to the multiple
class Gaussian method, we use two linear approximations to
the boundary of this admissible region.

1) Homogeneous Chernoff:The hyperplane that over-
bounds the admissible region is intersecting the points

on the boundary.
However, the must be the maximum number of calls
allowed on the link when only class calls are present,
and these numbers can be calculated using the single class
analysis of the preceding section.

2) Heterogeneous Chernoff:A tangent hyperplane at the
point on the boundary can be used to give
a linearization which underbounds the admissible region. If

is attained with , then the tail probability will be below
provided

where is the effective band-
width of calls of class This method gives a linear constraint
which if satisfied guarantees that the original probabilistic
constraint is met.

III. EFFECTIVE BANDWIDTHS IN

CDMA CELLULAR NETWORKS

In this section, we investigate how effective bandwidth
techniques arise in CDMA cellular networks. Initially, the fea-
sibility of network configurations is investigated. This involves
each user achieving acceptable quality of service as measured
by reverse link signal to interference ratio. When variability
is introduced a probabilistic quality of service condition is
required resulting in a similar form to the effective bandwidth
problem. We stress our analysis only applies to the reverse link
which we assume is orthogonal to the forward link and can
thus be treated independently. We concentrate on the reverse
link as it is generally accepted that its performance is inferior
to that of the forward link [6].

A. Network Configuration Feasibility

1) Single-Cell Models:Consider a system with bandwidth
Hz, comprised of a single base station to which

mobiles are connected and suppose that at an arbitrary time
instant, mobile requires a bit rate of and a bit energy
to interference density ratio of The requirements
of mobile can be encapsulated in the minimum signal to
interference density ratio (SIDR) values [6]

We take the network configuration to consist of the number
of mobiles in the system and their corresponding minimum
SIDR requirements. A particular network configuration will
be calledfeasibleif there exists a set of received power levels
that results in every mobile achieving its required SIDR. More
specifically the configuration is feasible if there
exists nonnegative which are not all zero and
which satisfy

is the received power level for mobile, a mobile’s own
signal is included in the interference it sees, and background
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noise is not modeled (this is a reasonable assumption since the
system under consideration is interference limited). It is then
straightforward to show that a given configuration is feasible
if and only if

(9)

2) Multiple-Cell Models: The multicellular networks we
study involve each mobile communicating with exactly one
base station at any given time. The assignment of a mobile
to a base station is determined by factors such as the mobiles
location and propagation path losses from the mobile to the
prospective base stations (for example, a mobile may connect
to the base station offering the best path at any given time).
The key point is that we assume base station assignment does
not depend on properties (locations, path gains, etc.) of other
mobiles.

Alternative approaches include the macrodiversity model of
[17, ch. 9], where all users are jointly decoded by all receivers
in the network and cellular systems where the single base
station assigned to a user may vary with the spatial loading
of the network [26]. The feasibility problem in multireceiver
or multicellular CDMA networks is intimately related to
power control algorithms and we refer the reader to [17] and
[26]–[28] for details of more advanced approaches.

For our specified multiple-cell environment, a standard ex-
tension of the single-cell analysis would address the following
problem: Given the network configuration consisting of the
number of mobiles in the system, their required bit rates and
bit energy to interference densities, and their propagation gains
to every base station in the network, is it possible to assign to
each user a receive power level at its fixed target base station in
such a way as to satisfy the bit rates and modem requirements
of every mobile? If so, then the given network configuration
is feasible.

Suppose the network consists of cells with users in
cell Let mobile in cell have a minimum
SIDR requirement in terms of bit rate, , and bit energy to
interference density ratio, given by

Furthermore, suppose that mobilein cell is received at
its target base station with a signal power of and causes
interference of power at the base station of cell
( is thus the ratio of the path gain from mobilein cell

to the base station of cell and the path gain from this
mobile to its target base station). Then for feasibility of the
network configuration, there must exist nonnegative values for
the mobiles received powers that satisfy

(10)

for and We also require that
at least one of the is nonzero so that the above set of
inequalities is well defined.

This problem has been studied in the context of narrow-band
[29] and wide-band [17, ch. 8] mobile networks and feasibility
determined by a constraint on the Perron–Frobenius eigenvalue
of the propagation gain matrix.

A much simpler set of constraints which lower bounds the
set of feasible network configurations results if we make some
assumptions on the received power levels. We assume that
received power is directly proportional to minimum SIDR
requirement for every user in the system

where without loss of generality the constant of proportionality
is taken to be one. This is a fairly natural constraint that implies
the mobile receive power increases as the corresponding
SIDR requirement increases. For example, if voice activity
monitoring is used, then a user would have a minimum SIDR
requirement of zero during silent periods, and it is sensible
to give this user a zero receive power level at these times.
At a particular base station, the constraint ensures that the
SIDR’s attained are in the same ratio as the requested SIDR’s,
moving up and down together as the common interference
power varies. The resulting power control algorithm is a simple
distributed scheme where each mobile requires only its current
SIDR requirement and the path-gain to its target base station
to determine its transmit power.

The general feasibility inequalities of (10) become

(11)

after application of the power level constraints.

B. Network State Admissibility

Suppose a user’s SIDR requirement comes from one of
classes. The SIDR requirements of calls in the same class
have the same deterministic value or are independent and
identically distributed random variables. Take the network
state to consist of the number of users of each class in each
cell of the network with mobiles of class in cell
for We are interested in the set
of network states that lead to network configurations which
are feasible, or feasible with high probability. Such network
states will be calledadmissible.

1) Single Cell: Fixed Requirements:If there are classes
of service supported with constant SIDR requirements

and mobiles of class , then from (9) the
network configuration will be feasible and the network state
admissible provided

(12)

This result is equivalent to Lemma 8.1 in [17].
2) Single Cell: Random Requirements:Suppose that the

SIDR requirements are independent random variables coming
from classes. If is the random variable representing the
resource requirement of theth call from class , then the
condition on network configuration feasibility applies only to
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a realization of the network configuration and we must use a
probabilistic condition for network state admissibility. With

calls of class , we use

This is analogous to (1) and can be handled using the multiple
class Gaussian approximation or large deviations bound lead-
ing to the assignment of an effective bandwidth to class

calls in such a way that the network state is admissible if
A similar approach can be applied to the

macrodiversity model of a multireceiver network as pointed
out in [17, ch. 9].

3) Multiple Cells: Fixed Requirements:In the multiple-
cell environment, there is a great deal of interference
variability due to factors such as the randomness in user
locations within a cell and shadowing from buildings and
land features. Even if the mobiles SIDR requirements are
deterministic we must use a probabilistic condition for network
state admissibility.

With reference to (11), the admissible region is defined as
the set of network states for which

(13)

where are the fixed SIDR requirements and

are independent random variables with distribution indexed by
and We note that as varies it does not necessarily index

independent sequences. models the interference caused
at cell site when mobile of Type in cell is received at
its fixed target base station with one unit signal power.

Each of the constraints of (13) can be handled using the
effective bandwidth techniques for multiple classes. Whether
the Gaussian approximation or large deviations bound is used,
the result is an admissible region from the perspective of cell

of the form

where is the effective bandwidth at cell site of a class
call in cell By repeating the above constraint at every cell

in the network, we arrive at our final admissible region

or

(14)

where the network state vector is given by

and is an dimensional column vector with in every
row and is the by matrix of effective bandwidth
values.

4) Multiple Cells: Random Requirements:If we now allow
the SIDR requirements to be random variables, the constraints
on network state admissibility of (13) become

(15)

where are
independent random variables with distributions indexed by
Apart from the extra effort involved in dealing with a product
of random variables, the results of the previous section apply
unchanged leading once more to an admissible region as given
in (14).

Before illustrating the above concepts with an example,
it is worth noting that the admissible region has a form
that is very familiar from the study of fixed circuit-switched
networks. If we treat each cell as a link with a capacity of
one unit, then is the resource required at link by a
call of class The admissible region of (14) consists
of all combinations of call classes that can be supported by
the links of the network, all of which have bandwidth
This analogy between CDMA networks and circuit-switched
networks allows much of the extensive theory developed for
the latter to be applied directly to the mobile environment. In
particular the traffic modeling of Section VI is taken directly
from the literature on loss networks.

IV. A SPECIFIC EXAMPLE: NETWORK MODEL

In this section, we detail the application of the above
concepts to a multicellular CDMA network offering multiple
services. Suppose that there are two classes of voice service,
the standard service has a data rate of kb/s while the
premium service operates at kb/s with We
assume that both classes require the same constant
value and that the system bandwidth isMHz. Voice activity
detection facilities are present at the mobile so that the data
rate generated by each mobile can be modeled as an ON/OFF
source which we assume has a probabilitybeing ON.
will be known as the voice activity factor (VAF). Let the
resultant ON state SIDR requirements be (standard) and

(premium).
Each mobile connects to its closest base station in a uniform,

hexagonal, cellular layout and is power controlled to be
received at a power proportional to the instantaneous SIDR
requirement. Thus, both standard and premium mobiles will
not transmit during silent periods and premium users will
have twice the standard users receive power level when in
the ON state. Path loss is modeled as a deterministic function
of distance with no modeling of shadowing or fading. If the
transmitter and receiver are separated byunits, then the
received power is given by

(16)
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Fig. 1. Types of interference.

where is the transmit power and and are independent
of distance. is a function of carrier frequency, antenna
heights, and antenna gains, and we assume it is constant for
all paths between mobiles and cell sites.is the path-loss
exponent (PLE) which varies with antenna heights and is
typically in the range three to four. The simple model of (16)
is accurate for distances from 1 to 20 km with base station
antenna heights greater than 30 m and in areas with little
terrain profile variation [30]. Thus, the model is reasonable
for conventional cellular systems in flat service areas but is
not accurate in city microcells which employ small cells and
low antennas.

Applying (15) leads to the network state admissibility
constraints

(17)

where are
independent Bernoulli random variables withindexing the
distribution of the standard or premium class and we recall
that is the interference produced at cell site when
mobile of class in cell is received at its home base
station with one unit power. In our simple model of the
received power (16), this interference factor is a deterministic
function of the distances between mobileand cell sites
and However, if we assume the location of the mobile
within cell is a random variable, then the interference factor
becomes a random variable. The only barrier to be overcome
before the effective bandwidth values can be calculated, is
the determination of the distribution functions or moments of
these interference factors. Because of symmetry and typically
high path-loss exponents in the mobile environment, we need
only consider three distributions for the interference factors,
as we now show.

Consider the network from the perspective of cell our
target cell. With reference to Fig. 1, the cellular region over
which mobiles contribute significant interference to the target
base station, is considered in three parts:Type 1mobiles are
located within the target cell,Type 2mobiles are located in
the first layer of surrounding cells, andType 3mobiles are
located in the second layer of surrounding cells. There are
actually two Type 3 cells with slightly different distance from,
and orientation to, the target cell, however, we ignore these
differences here. Mobiles lying in cells outside the second
layer are assumed to contribute a negligible amount to the total
other cell interference. This assumption may not be appropriate
for low PLE’s or situations where the transmit power of certain

Fig. 2. Seven-cell network of example.

mobiles is high. We simply note here that there is no problem
in including more mobile types if required.

Suppose that the locations of mobiles within each cell are
independent random variables with a uniform distribution over
the cell. By approximating the hexagonal cells with circles,
the distribution functions of the interference factors can be
obtained in analytic form after expressing the interference as
a function of the random user location and using standard
transformation techniques [12], [31].

Let be the resultant distribution function of a Type
user with and note that where

is the unit step function. Write

and let be the number of Type mobiles of class seen
by cell and take
to be a sequence of independent random variableshaving
distribution function The admissibility conditions of
(17) can be rewritten

and effective bandwidth techniques can be applied to give the
linear constraints

(18)

where is the effective bandwidth of a Typecall of class
These inequalities are readily transformed back to the network
state domain by expressing the number of calls of each type
in terms of the number of calls in each cell. The result is the
set of inequalities

where if cell is a Type cell with respect to
cell

Suppose the network consists of seven cells as illustrated in
Fig. 2. Noting that there are two classes of call, the network
state is the 14-dimensional vector

and based on (18) and the simple transformation from the
type domain to network state domain, the effective bandwidth
matrix defined in (14) is given by the equation at the bottom
of the next page.
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TABLE I
EFFECTIVE BANDWIDTH VALUES (kHz)

(W = 1 MHz, � = 0:01, AND PLE = 4)

TABLE II
EFFECTIVE BANDWIDTH VALUES (kHz)

(W = 10 MHz, � = 0:01, AND PLE = 4)

TABLE III
EFFECTIVE BANDWIDTHS FOR TYPE 1 STANDARD MOBILE

(kHz) (PLE= 4, CHERNOFF BOUND: HETEROGENEOUS)

Before giving some numerical results we note that the
above example is readily extended to include the effects of
lognormal shadowing, multiple bursty voice and data services
and asymmetric networks [31].

V. A SPECIFIC EXAMPLE: NUMERICAL RESULTS

Numerical effective bandwidth values are presented in
Tables I–III and Figs. 3 and 4.

All values have been normalized to units of kilohertz and
are thus appropriate for use in the constraints

kHz

where is once more the number of Typeusers of class
seen by cell As shown explicitly in these constraints, the
effective bandwidths are functions of the PLE VAF
quality of service factor ON state SIDR requirements

and system bandwidth The values will also
vary with the bound or approximation that is used in their
calculation. In all results, we use a VAF of which
corresponds to the expectation that a user is active only 40%

Fig. 3. Effective bandwidths for Type 2 standard mobile (W = 1 MHz,
Chernoff bound: heterogeneous).

Fig. 4. Effective bandwidths for Type 3 standard mobile (W = 1 MHz,
Chernoff bound: heterogeneous).

of the time, and we assume kb/s, kb/s and
a common required dB. Thus, kHz and

kHz. When heterogeneous approximations are used
the tangent hyperplane touches the admissible region boundary
(admissible with respect to target cell at the point

which corresponds roughly to the expected mix of calls when
each cell is offered equal traffic of each class. It is not exactly
the expected mix since the higher effective bandwidth class
will suffer a higher blocking probability.

In the following results, we show how values vary with
PLE’s from two to five, quality of service demands of 0.1%,
1%, and 10%, and system bandwidths of 1 and 10 MHz.

Tables I and II show the six effective bandwidth values
for fixed system parameters calculated by the four methods
outlined earlier. We note that the Chernoff bound gives more
conservative values than the Gaussian approximation and
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TABLE IV
VALUES OF n

� (PLE = 4)

that there is little difference between the heterogeneous and
homogeneous linear approximations. This is an indication
that the boundary of the admissible region is close to linear
especially for large bandwidth systems. In most cases, values
are significantly greater than the corresponding mean although
as expected this difference is less pronounced in Table II where
the size of the system has been increased relative to Table I
and the economy of scale begins to bite. The remaining results
use the Chernoff bound with underbounding hyperplane.

Table III shows the predictable variation of with
and Type 1 calls are simply Bernoulli random variables
and are essentially independent of PLE except for a very
slight variation due to the use of the underbounding linear
approximation.

Figs. 3 and 4 show the dramatic influence of PLE on
and , respectively, for different quality of service factors.
We note that for PLE’s greater than 3.5, the contribution of
Type 3 calls to the total interference becomes negligible. It is
also evident that the Type 3 results cluster closer to the mean
than their Type 2 counterparts and it may be reasonable simply
to use mean values for Type 3 calls.

To get a feeling for the accuracy of the results obtained
from the Chernoff bound and Gaussian approximation we
now make some comparisons with results obtained via Monte
Carlo simulation. The effective bandwidth values determine
our admissible region and it would be useful to compare the
resultant admissible regions with the true admissible region
(or at least an estimate obtained from simulation). Finding
the true admissible region is a computationally intensive task,
however, and so instead we will focus on a single point on the
boundary of the admissible region. In particular, we calculate
the point on the boundary in the direction (1, 1, 6, 6, 12, 12)
by simulation and by all of the methods discussed above.

Let be the greatest (integer) value ofsuch that the state

is admissible. For any of the effective bandwidth techniques,
we have immediately

(19)

The resultant values of for all of the effective bandwidth-
based methods are shown in Table IV for various values of
system bandwidth and quality of service factor. Also shown
in this table is the corresponding value of obtained from
Monte Carlo simulation. As expected, the simulatedcapacity
always lies between the value calculated from the Chernoff
bound (with underbounding hyperplane) and the capacity
predicted based solely on mean values. The Gaussian approxi-
mation tends to overestimate capacity, but would generally be

more accurate than the Chernoff bound for parameter settings
of interest. The advantage of the heterogeneous Chernoff
approach is that it is guaranteed to be conservative.

VI. PRODUCT FORM TRAFFIC MODELS

Up until now we have been concerned with determining a
call admission procedure which guarantees that the quality
of service constraint (in terms of SIDR requirements) is
met. This led to the set of admissible states given in (14).
Provided the network state (numbers of mobiles of each class
in each cell) lies within the admissible region, then the quality
of service constraint will be satisfied. We now turn to the
traffic analysis of our CDMA cellular network operating with
the specified call admission control algorithm. With standard
assumptions on the call arrival and departure processes, our
network reduces to a multiservice loss network and the well
developed theory for such systems leads directly to expressions
for the stationary distribution of the network state and for
quantities such as blocking probability.

Consider the state of the network as the stochastic process

Assume that calls of class in cell are initiated as a
Poisson process with rate and as and vary over
the sets and , respectively, they index
independent streams. A call request is blocked and cleared
from the system if its acceptance would move the state
out of the admissible region defined in (14). If a call
is accepted then it remains in the cell of its origin for a
generally distributed holding time with mean which is
independent of other holding times and of the arrival processes.

With these assumptions, it is well known from the theory of
multiservice loss networks [32], [33] that there exists a unique
stationary distribution for the stochastic process with

otherwise

where and is a normalization
constant.

The blocking probability for a class mobile in cell is
simply

(20)

where is the set of states in that move out of with
the addition of one call of class to cell Calculation
of the blocking probabilities directly from (20) is infeasible
for large networks, however, the product-form solution allows
a simple Monte Carlo acceptance-rejection technique to be
employed [34], [35]. Alternatively, one can use approximation
techniques such as the Erlang fixed point method (or reduced
load approximation) from the general theory of loss networks
[32], [33], [36].

We mention briefly that the influence of limiting the number
of users in any one cell is readily incorporated in the above
model by adding extra linear constraints to those in (14).
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This allows the effect of base station hardware limits to be
investigated as in [13] and [35]. Numerical results will be
presented elsewhere.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

The key contribution of this paper is the development
of robust yet flexible call admission control procedures for
multicellular CDMA networks with multiple classes of user
and possibly variable bit rate and modem requirements. This
development was based on the notion of the feasibility of
network configurations and the use of effective bandwidth
concepts to handle the variability that characterizes cellular
CDMA networks.

The resultant admissible region has a particularly nice form
that is very familiar from the analysis of circuit-switched net-
works. Indeed, a major result of this paper is the demonstration
that quite general CDMA mobile networks can be modeled
in this circuit-switched form. It is hoped that apart from the
traffic modeling above, this analogy will suggest sensible
and efficient techniques for the operation and management
of CDMA mobile networks. In particular, we note that our
models of CDMA networks are the equivalent of circuit-
switched networks with fixed routing, equal link capacities,
and quite a deal of symmetry. An important observation is that
the control of the network operator is essentially limited to call
admission control schemes which decide whether an incoming
call should be accepted or rejected. Techniques such as trunk
reservation may be useful for equalizing blocking probabilities
for different call classes, optimizing network revenue, and
implementing priority schemes. In any case, the analysis of
such techniques as applied to cellular CDMA systems, can
draw heavily from the well established theory for their circuit-
switched counterparts.

The effective bandwidth models we have presented provide
robust capacity specifications for cellular networks operating
with fixed base station assignment and simple power control
schemes. The major sources of variability modeled are random
user locations within a cell and bursty SIDR requirements
for each mobile. Results were presented for a deterministic
propagation model, however, lognormal shadowing is read-
ily incorporated at the expense of increasing computational
overhead.

There is currently a great deal of interest in more gen-
eral models of cellular networks, particularly those operating
with CDMA. Topics include flexible base station assignment
schemes, connection to multiple base stations and advanced
power control algorithms. The use of such techniques may lead
to significant capacity gains over the simple cellular system
assumed here. It is also important to assess the performance
of the different schemes when factors such as imperfect power
control and user mobility are included. These areas will be the
subject of future work.
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